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Abstract Islam world with a range west Africa to the east asia with a wide region with
Prominent features such as richness of energy, multiple geopolical areas, abundance
population and different religious is suppressing it s properties with a lot of rigorism
and terrorism due to ethno-religious difference. Among this tow main and major
groups i.e. shia and sunni have to overcome this seperaton and struggles that
generally have external resources in order to use their religious properties and their
land in order to promote the globalization of Islam. But one of the issues that prevent
this unity is religious differences ( sometimes inside and sometimes outside the
Islamic world). So, this research by referring to shia and sunni reference books,
specialized scientific articles and quarterlies is finding the answer of these questions
that is developing virtual space affective on interaction of geopolitic selfism and shia
and is abuse of world power selfi elements affective on their geopolitic interation
with shia? The goals of this thesis also consist of recognizing thoughts and the belief
of different shis and self groups and the interaction between them, recognizing and
analyzing the effective agents on selfi communications and shia and also providing
suitable strategies in order to prohibiting the sgarp contrast of selfies and shia.
Analyzing the present situation and forecashing the future based on scientific
projects is necessary in order to having a correct comprehension current situation
and future struggles. In this way re cognizing the Islam world and it s countless
capacities, recognizing shia, sunni and selfies and their positive and negative
dynamic and having different scenarios for every event is so essential and helpful.
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